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a b s t r a c t
The metabolic syndrome is a set of risk factors that include abdominal obesity, insulin resistance, dyslipidemia and hypertension. It has affected around 25% of adults in the US and become a serious problem in
Asian countries recently due to the change in dietary habit and life style. On the other hand, Bayesian networks that are the models to solve the problems of uncertainty provide a robust and transparent formalism for probabilistic modeling, so they have been used as a method for diagnostic or prognostic model in
medical domain. Since the K2 algorithm, a well-known algorithm for Bayesian networks structure learning, is inﬂuenced by an input order of the attributes, an optimization of BN attribute ordering has been
studied as a research issue. This paper proposes a novel ordering optimization method using a genetic
algorithm based on medical expert knowledge in order to solve this problem. For experiments, we use
the dataset examined twice in 1993 and 1995 in Yonchon County of Korea. It has 18 attributes of
1193 subjects participated in both surveys. Using this dataset, we make the prognostic model of the metabolic syndrome using Bayesian networks with an optimized ordering by evolutionary approach.
Through an ordering optimization, the prognostic model of higher performance is constructed, and the
optimized Bayesian network model by the proposed method outperforms the conventional BN model
as well as neural networks and k-nearest neighbors. Finally, we present the application program using
the prognostic model of the metabolic syndrome in order to show the usefulness of the proposed method.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The metabolic syndrome is composed of a cluster of metabolic
disorders including abdominal obesity, insulin resistance, dyslipedemia and hypertension, and the correlation between metabolic
syndrome and other diseases such as diabetes and coronary heart
disease is reported in the literature (Cabre et al., 2008; Lee et al.,
2009). It affects around 25% of adults over the age of 20 and up
to 45% over age 50 in the United States (Mehta & Reilly, 2004).
These days, it is found even in children and adolesecents as a ratio
of approximately 4%–7% (Pan & Pratt, 2008). In Asian countries, it
has become a signiﬁcant problem lately due to the change in dietary habit and life style (Moon et al., 2003; Son, Kunii, Hung, Sakai,
& Yamamoto, 2005). In situations like this, many groups have been
studying the metabolic syndrome from all over the world (Cabre
et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009; Mehta & Reilly, 2004; Moon et al.,
2003; Pan & Pratt, 2008; Son et al., 2005).
Recently, computer based health-care systems have been studied and developed a lot according to an advancement of artiﬁcial
intelligence techniques such as image processing and expert sys⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 2 2123 2720; fax: +82 2 365 2579.
E-mail address: sbcho@cs.yonsei.ac.kr (S.-B. Cho).
0957-4174/$ - see front matter Ó 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.eswa.2011.09.110

tems and increase of people’s concern for their health (Herzbert
et al., 2009). The systems for computer-based diagnosis or pervasive health-care are the representative examples (Innocent & John,
2004; Osmani, Balasubramaniam, & Botvich, 2008). The Bayesian
network, one of the AI techniques, has emerged in recent years as
a powerful technique for handling uncertainty in complex domains
(Larranaga, Poza, Yurranmendi, Murga, & Kuijpers, 1996). It is a
model of a joint probability distribution over a set of random variables. The Bayesian network is represented as a directed acyclic
graph where nodes correspond to variables and arcs correspond
to probabilistic dependencies between connected nodes (Chen &
Blanchette, 2007). Bayesian networks have been used for prediction
or classiﬁcation problem in the medical domain and shown high
performance. In particular, they have been applied successfully to
the modeling of diagnosis and prognosis for diverse diseases (Antal,
Fannes, Timmerman, Moreau, & Moor, 2004, 2003; Aronsky & Haug,
2000; Charitos, Gaag, Visscher, Schurink, & Lucas, 2009; Gerven,
Jurgelenaite, Taal, Heskes, & Lucas, 2007; Getoor, Rhee, Koller, &
Small, 2004; Maskery, Hu, Hooke, Shriver, & Liebman, 2008; Sierra
et al., 2001; Tucker, Vinciotti, Liu, & Garway-Heath, 2005; Wang,
Zheng, Good, King, & Chang, 1999). There have been many black
box tools that classify or predict several diseases, and neural networks are the representative example. Bayesian networks have
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strengths that they can use the domain knowledge easily and analyze the results compared to them (Wang et al., 1999). Even though
they are sometimes not better than neural networks in terms of
accuracies, Bayesian networks are appropriate methods in the medical domain that requires to analyze the results with medical
knowledge.
This paper used a genetic algorithm to solve an optimization
problem in medical prognostic modeling. Speciﬁcally, this paper
deals with a problem that predicts the metabolic syndrome with
the dataset obtained in Yonchon County of Korea. This paper
constructs a prognostic model using Bayesian network, and has used
the K2 algorithm by Cooper and Herskovits in order to learn its structure (Larranaga, Poza, et al., 1996). Since the result of the K2
algorithm is inﬂuenced by an input ordering of the attributes, an
optimization of this ordering has been also studied (Hruschka &
Ebecken, 2007; Hruschka, Santos, & Galvao, 2007; Hsu, 2004;
Larranaga, Kuijpers, Murga, & Yurramendi, 1996; Song, Eder, &
Nguyen, 2007). This paper proposes an efﬁcient optimization method using medical domain knowledge and a genetic algorithm in order to solve this problem. Different from the conventional methods,
after clustering similar attributes into each group, an ordering of the
groups and an ordering of the attributes in each group have been
performed in turns. As applying the medical domain knowledge,
an efﬁcient and reliable modeling has been conducted. Subsequently, the experiments using the proposed prognostic model have
been conducted after the structure and parameter learning processes, and an application program using this model has been presented in order to show its usefulness.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the deﬁnition of the metabolic syndrome, the advantages of BN application
to medical domains and related works on Bayesian network attribute ordering. In Section 3, the proposed method using medical domain knowledge and the genetic algorithm is described. In Section
4, various experimental results in order to show the usefulness of
the proposed method are provided, and Section 5 concludes the paper with summary.
2. Backgrounds
2.1. Metabolic syndrome
The deﬁnition of the metabolic syndrome was provided by the
National Cholesterol and Education Program, Adult Treatment Panel III (ATP III). It requires the presence of three or more of the following components (Son et al., 2005):
(1) Abdominal obesity (waist circumference >102 cm in men
and >88 cm in women).
(2) Hypertriglyceridemia (P150 mg/dL).
(3) Low high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol (<40 mg/dL
in men and <50 mg/dL in women).
(4) High blood pressure (systolic P130 mm Hg or diastolic
P80 mm Hg).
(5) High fasting glucose (>110 mg/dL).
Because this original standard is not appropriate for Asian, we
use a modiﬁed deﬁnition for Asian of the abdominal obesity (waist
circumference >90 cm in men and >80 cm in women) (Moon, Cho,
Lim, Park, & Lee, 2003) in this paper.
2.2. Bayesian networks in medical domain
Bayesian networks have several advantages as a data mining
tool. First, they allow researchers to use their domain knowledge
in the discovery process, while other techniques mainly rely on
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coded data to extract knowledge. Second, the models made by
Bayesian networks can be more easily understood than most of
other models via the use of nodes and arches. Third, they are superior in capturing interactions among input variables. Bayesian networks are so ﬂexible that they can make models even though there
are a few missing values in the data. In addition, Bayesian networks are less inﬂuenced by small sample size since they can
incorporate domain knowledge into statistical data (Lee & Abbott,
2003).
Based on advantages mentioned above, Bayesian networks have
been utilized for diagnosis and prediction of diseases in medical
domain. Antal et al. used the Bayesian network to construct diagnostic model of ovarian cancer and to classify its samples (Antal
et al., 2004; Antal, Fannes, Timmerman, Moreau, & Moor, 2003).
Bayesian networks were also applied to diagnosis of pneumonia
(Aronsky & Haug, 2000; Charitos et al., 2009) and breast cancer
(Maskery et al., 2008; Wang et al., 1999). Also, Bayesian network
has used to model the relationships between attributes. Tucker
et al. made use of large amount of clinical data in order to build
models with spatio-temporal nature of those data (Tucker et al.,
2005), and Gerven et al. employed a novel Bayesian model that
facilitates the interpretation of cause and effect relationships
(Gerven et al., 2007). Besides, studies for several purposes such
as patient caring, tuberculosis model, and Getoor et al. and Sierra
et al. have used Bayesian networks to solve the problems in the
medical domain (Getoor et al., 2004; Sierra et al., 2001).
2.3. Attribute ordering in Bayesian networks
This paper uses the K2 algorithm for learning of Bayesian network model, and the performance of this algorithm is inﬂuenced
by ordering of input attributes. Searching for a good attribute
ordering can be conducted by (1) expert knowledge, (2) exhaustive
search and (3) heuristic search like a genetic algorithm (Hsu, 2004).
Most works have focused only on the last approach for attribute
ordering in Bayesian networks since Larranaga et al. presented
one (Hruschka & Ebecken, 2007; Hruschka et al., 2007; Hsu,
2004; Larranaga, Kuijpers, et al., 1996). For example, Hsu presented
genetic wrappers for selection and ordering of attributes (Hsu,
2004). For attribute ordering, he implemented a genetic algorithm
for the permutation problem of attribute ordering for Bayesian network structure learning using the K2 algorithm. Hruschka et al.
proposed wrapper methods using a genetic algorithm and Markov
blanket (Hruschka et al., 2007). It reduced the time cost of GAbased attribute ordering method as using MarkovPC algorithm, a
constrained PC algorithm using Markov blanket (Song et al.,
2007). Not all works used wrapper approach. Hruschka also proposed a simple but efﬁcient attribute ordering method for Bayesian
networks based on feature ranking algorithm such as chi-square
and information gain (Hruschka & Ebecken, 2007). However, it cannot be more accurate than wrapper methods, which are more general for attribute ordering in Bayesian networks. In this paper, we
do not only use a genetic algorithm for attribute ordering in Bayesian networks but domain expert knowledge for performance and
efﬁciency. It enhances the strength of the wrapper method as making ordering process be more efﬁcient and reliable using domain
knowledge.
3. Proposed method
A basic idea of the proposed method is based on our previous
work (Park & Cho, 2006). This paper reﬁnes the previous method
with more sophisticated process, better justiﬁcation and more indepth analyses of the experimental results. An application program
using the proposed method is also developed. This section describes
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an overall process that makes the proposed prognostic model as
shown in Fig. 1. This process can be divided into four main parts:
pre-processing, attribute ordering, BN learning, and prediction.
For the pre-processing part, medical domain knowledge is applied,
so the prediction model can be more reliable. For the attribute
ordering part, a genetic algorithm, a representative is also used in
order to make the model efﬁciently. After attribute grouping with
domain knowledge, ordering of attribute groups and ordering of
attributes in each group are conducted in turns until the group
ordering is not changed. Once the group ordering is decided, the last
attribute ordering is conducted to decide the ﬁnal order of attributes. This part is ﬁlled with gray color in Fig. 1. The structure
and parameter learning processes are conducted after the attribute
ordering, and the whole process is ﬁnished with prediction of input
samples.
3.1. Pre-processing and attribute selection
The pre-processing part subdivides into the pre-processing and
an attribute selection. Here, we decide the discrete states of the

attributes because most attributes are continuous values and BN
requires discrete states. The literatures (Moon et al., 2003; Son
et al., 2005) and physicians have helped in this process.
Table 1 demonstrates the attributes and their possible states.
Explaining a few important attributes here, fasting glucose is divided into normal (<110), impaired glucose metabolism (110–
125) and diabetes (>125). Triglyceride is increased if its value is
larger than 150, or normal. In case of HDL cholesterol, it is decreased (abnormal) when it is smaller than standard value, 40 in
men and 50 in women. The standards for state discrimination used
here is signiﬁcant because they were used by medical experts
(Moon et al., 2003).
The informative attributes are chosen for the prognostic model
after the pre-processing. As described in Section 2.1, basic attributes required for deﬁning metabolic syndrome are eight. However, there are more attributes that inﬂuence the metabolic
syndrome such as age, 2-h postprandial glucose, hypertension
and body mass index (Lindblad, Langer, Wingard, Thomas, &
Barrett-Connor, 2001). Among these four attributes, the information of hypertension is redundant with the information of basic

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed method.
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Table 1
Attributes of the possible states.
Attribute

Possible states

Age
Sex
Fasting glucose

Young, middle aged, old
Male, female
Normal, impaired glucose metabolism,
diabetes
Normal, impaired glucose metabolism,
diabetes
Short, medium, tall
Light, medium, heavy
Normal, abdominal obesity
Small, large
Normal, hypertension
Normal, increased
Normal, increased
Normal, increased
Normal, increased
Decreased, normal
Low weight, normal, over weight, obesity
Normal, abdominal obesity

2-h postprandial glucose
Height
Weight
Waist circumference
Hip circumference
Hypertension
GOT
GPT
Cholesterol
Triglyceride
HDL cholesterol
Body mass index
Ratio of waist-hip
circumference
Systolic blood pressure
Diastolic blood pressure

Normal, hypertension
Normal, hypertension

attributes. Therefore, we propose the Bayesian network model
using 11 attributes, which contained eight basic attributes and
three additional informative attributes of age, 2-h postprandial
glucose and body mass index for the prognostic model of the metabolic syndrome. It is well-known that age is closely related to the
metabolic syndrome and 2-h postprandial glucose inﬂuence fasting glucose of an important attribute (Girod & Brotman, 2003;
Lindblad et al., 2001). Body mass index is selected because it is
related to obesity, which is also related to the metabolic syndrome.

3.2. Evolutionary attribute ordering optimization
For the structure learning process of the Bayesian network, we
use the K2 algorithm, which is inﬂuenced by an ordering of attributes when they are input. Therefore, an attribute ordering optimization has been studied to make Bayesian network more accurate.
Larranaga et al. regarded this ordering problem as an ordering of
city in the TSP (Traveling Salesman Problem), and applied several
genetic algorithms that was used for the TSP (Larranaga, Kuijpers,
et al., 1996). We also use the genetic algorithm to optimize attribute ordering and applied medical domain knowledge to make a
model more efﬁciently.

3.2.1. Applying expert knowledge in optimization
As illustrated in attribute ordering part of Fig. 1, grouping of
similar attributes is performed ﬁrst. It is so complicated that we
cannot simplify the causal relationship among attributes, but it is
known that attributes related to obesity precede those related to
metabolic disorder generally (Cooper & Herskovits, 1992). We
make groups of twelve attributes, 11 attributes and a label, based
on this information, so three attributes (waist circumference, body
mass index, and ratio of waist-hip circumference) related to obesity and four attributes (fasting glucose, 2-h postprandial glucose,
triglyceride, and HDL cholesterol) related to metabolic disorder
are grouped, respectively. The rest ﬁve attributes are treated as a
group with a single attribute.
Based on this grouping, an ordering of attribute groups is optimized ﬁrst, and then ordering of attributes in each group follows.
This process is repeated until there is no change of attribute ordering after an ordering of attribute groups. Optimization process is
provided in the next section.
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3.2.2. Attribute ordering using genetic algorithm
A genetic algorithm is used to optimize the attribute ordering.
Details such as a chromosome representation, a selection, and genetic operations are as follows.
We encoded each chromosome using circular representation to
show correct structure of attribute ordering as shown in Fig. 2.
Here, inner circle involves n attribute groups and represents group
ordering from G1 to Gn clockwise, and arc for each group involves
corresponding attributes. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of attributes
in one group of encoded chromosome used in this paper. Each
group has group ID, the number of attributes, and corresponding
attributes as shown in Fig. 3. The number of attributes in each
group is different from one another.
Attribute ordering of initial chromosome is decided at random,
and the ﬁtness of each individual is evaluated based on the predictive accuracy of validation data because this paper focuses on the
prognostic modeling.
After evaluating the ﬁtness of individuals, the individuals for
the next generation are selected using rank-based selection method. In Eq. (1), I(g,j) means the jth individual in the gth generation,
and Rank(f(I(g,j))) means the rank of each individual based on the
ﬁtness. n represents the number of individuals, and p(g,j), the probability that each individual I(g,j) is selected, can be provided as
shown in Eq. (1).

pðg;jÞ ¼

n  Rankðf ðIðg;jÞ ÞÞ þ 1
nðn þ 1Þ=2

ð1Þ

Crossover and mutation operations follow the selection process.
Larranaga et al. compared several crossover operators on the TSP,
and cycle crossover (CX) operator provided the best performance.
This operator provides high performance even though the number
of individuals is small. It attempts to create an offspring from the
parents where every position is occupied by a corresponding element from one of the parents (Larranaga, Kuijpers, et al., 1996).
Fig. 4 illustrates an example of CX operation in a circular representation. There are two cycles in each individual, and they are crossed
over each other.
Displacement mutation (DM) operator is used for mutation operation. This operator provided the best performance when it was used
with CX operator in Larranaga’s work (Larranaga, Kuijpers, et al.,
1996). First, it selects and removes a random substring, and inserts
this substring into random position. Fig. 5 shows an example of

Fig. 2. Chromosome representation.
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Fig. 3. An example of encoded attribute ordering in one group in a chromosome.

Fig. 4. An example of CX operation in a circular representation.

DM operation in a circular representation. In this example, selected
substring, G1, is inserted into between G4 and G5.
Based on these operations deﬁned, optimization of attribute
ordering is conducted as follows. First, an ordering of attribute
group is optimized using genetic algorithm described before, and
then ordering of attributes is optimized for all attribute groups.
Since attribute ordering is changed, the ordering of attribute
groups also should be reconsidered. Therefore, this expectation
maximization process continues until there is no more change in
attribute ordering.
3.3. Structure and parameter learning

Nij ¼

ri
X

Nijk

ð2Þ

k¼1

Suppose the following assumptions are satisﬁed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The variables in Z are discrete.
Cases occur independently, given a BN model.
There are no cases that have variables with missing values.
Before observing D, there is no information regarding which
numerical probabilities to assign to the BN with structure Bs.
From these assumptions, it follows 3.
qi
n Y
Y

ri
Y
ðr i  1Þ!
N ijk !
ðNij þ r i  1Þ! k¼1

With the evolved ordering decided before, the Bayesian network is learned using the K2 algorithm that narrows down the
search space by ﬁxing an order of the attributes. The probabilities
of nodes are calculated from the frequency of the learning data.
Fig. 6 shows the pseudo-code of the K2 algorithm.
Given dataset D, the K2 algorithm searches for the BN structureBs of maximal P(Bs, D) where P(Bs, D) is provided as Theorem
1 proved in Cooper and Herskovits (1992).

K2 algorithm searches the set of parent nodes that maximizes
the result by (4) for every node.

Theorem 1. Let Z be a set of n discrete variables, where a variable Xi
in Z has ri possible value assignments: ðv i1 ; . . . ; v iri Þ. Let D be a
database of m cases, where each case has a value assignment for each
variable in Z. Let Bs denote a BN structure containing only the variables
in Z. Each variable Xi in Bs has a set of parents, which we represent
with a list of variables Pi. Let wijdenote the jth unique instantiation of
Pi relative to D. Suppose there are qi such unique instantiations of Pi.
Let Nijk be the number of cases in D in which variable Xi has the value
vik and Pi is instantiated as wij. Let

It begins with assuming that a node needs more parents. For
every step, it incrementally adds a speciﬁc parent whose addition
increases the probability of the result structure as the most. These
processes continue until the addition of a single parent cannot increase the probability.
Once the structure of Bayesian network is decided by the algorithm above, parameter values of each node are calculated from
the frequency of learning data, and then the prognostic model of
the metabolic syndrome is completed.

PðBs ; DÞ ¼ PðBs Þ

i¼1 j¼1

gði; Pi Þ ¼

qi
Y
j¼1

ri
Y
ðr i  1Þ!
Nijk !
ðNij þ r i  1Þ! k¼1

ð3Þ

ð4Þ
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Fig. 5. An example of DM operation in a circular representation.

The K2 Algorithm
Input:
A set of n nodes,
An ordering on the nodes,
An upper bound u on the number of parents a node can have,
A dataset D including m cases.
Output:
A printout of each node and its parents.
for ( i=1; i<n; i++ ) {
Π i = 0;
Pold = g(i, Π i );
OK2Proceed = TRUE;
while ( OK2Proceed && i |< u )| {Π
Let Z be the node in Pred( X i )- Π i that maximizes g(i,
Pnew = g(i, i ∪ Z } );Π {
if ( Pnew > Pold ) {
Pold = Pnew ;
Π i = i ∪ Z } ;Π {
}
OK2Proceed = FALSE;
}
print(“node: ”, X i , “parents: ”, Π i );
}

Table 2
The attributes of the dataset.
Attribute
Age
Sex
Fasting glucose
2-h postprandial glucose
Height
Weight
Waist circumference
Hip circumference
Hypertension

GOT
GPT
Cholesterol
Triglyceride
HDL cholesterol
Body mass index
Ratio of waist-hip circumference
Systolic blood pressure
Diastolic blood pressure

i ∪ Z } );Π {

Fig. 6. The K2 algorithm.

4. Experimental results
4.1. Data
The dataset used in this paper was examined for epidemiological research of the local community. The surveys were conducted
twice in 1993 and 1995 in Yonchon County of Korea. 2293 subjects
were participated in the ﬁrst survey, and 1193 among them were
participated in the second survey (Park et al., 1995). We used the
data of 1135 subjects who did not include missing values and
the 18 attributes that could inﬂuence the prediction of the metabolic syndrome. After that we decided whether each sample would
belong to the metabolic syndrome or not, according to the deﬁnition of the metabolic syndrome by NCEP-ATP III mentioned above.
Table 2 shows the attributes of the dataset used for experiments.
Here, attributes GOT and GPT are the measures for the liver function, and triglyceride is a factor that affects abdominal obesity
and weight.
Table 3 shows the data distribution of the states with respect to
the twelve attributes including a label.
4.2. Parameters and settings
In order to compare the result of Bayesian network model
with other models, neural network (NN) and k-nearest neighbors
(kNN) prediction models were used. 11 input nodes, 20 hidden
nodes, and 2 output nodes have been used for NN, and k of

kNN has been decided as 3 shown the best performance in preliminary experiments.
For the genetic algorithm, population size was set as 20, and the
process evolved until the generation of 100. The population size is
small because the total search space is not so large. Possible cases
are 7!, but the time cost is expensive using an exhaustive method
since the learning and inference processes are required for every
individual in every generation. The selection rate of 0.8 and mutation rate of 0.02 were used. Crossover rate was set as 1.0, but it is
less than that because the result of the CX operation is sometimes
not changed.
For experiments, 10-fold cross validation was repeated 30
times, and the average was used for the result. For evolution process, we divided the data into three parts with the ratio of 3:1:1.
The ﬁrst part was used for the learning, the second one for the validation, and the last one for the test.
4.3. Experimental results
4.3.1. Analysis of the data by age
Before experiments, we tried to ﬁnd the tendency of the data by
age, which was an important attribute. Fig. 7 illustrates the rate of
the metabolic syndrome with respect to age. It presents the rate
gets higher by age. The last rate is an exception, and we conjecture
that some old people died of the metabolic syndrome and its complications. We excluded 43 samples of the old over 75 since they
are too small.
4.3.2. Comparison by the number of attributes
Here, we conducted comparison experiments of Bayesian network models that have different number of attributes. The ﬁrst
model is BN of basic eight attributes (70.74%), the second one is
the proposed model of 11 selected attributes (72.15%), and the last
one is the BN model of all attributes (70.82%). Fig. 8 provides that
the result of 11 attributes shows the best performance in terms of
prediction rate.
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Table 3
The attributes of the dataset.
Attributes

n

Percentage

Age
Young
Middle aged
Old

111
512
512

9.78
45.11
45.11

Sex
Female
Male

646
489

56.92
43.08

Fasting glucose
Normal
Impaired glucose metabolism
Diabetes

942
166
27

82.99
14.63
2.38

2-h postprandial glucose
Normal
Impaired glucose metabolism
Diabetes

985
150
0

86.78
13.22
0.00

Waist circumference
Normal
Abdominal obesity

456
679

40.18
59.82

Triglyceride
Normal
Increased

731
404

64.41
35.59

HDL cholesterol
Decreased
Normal

873
262

76.92
23.08

Body mass index
Low weight
Normal
Over weight
Obesity

36
405
267
427

3.17
35.68
23.52
37.62

Ratio of waist-hip circumference
Normal
Abdominal obesity

771
364

67.93
32.07

Systolic blood pressure
Normal
Hypertension

838
297

73.83
26.17

Diastolic blood pressure
Normal
Hypertension

773
362

68.11
31.89

Fig. 7. The rate of the metabolic syndrome by age.

Fig. 8. The comparison of accuracies by the number of attributes (1135 data, 10fold cross validation).

4.3.3. Optimization of attribute ordering
We applied the proposed method to 1135 data in total, and
Fig. 9 illustrates the evolving process. 1135 data were divided into
three parts, and the ﬁrst part of three ﬁfths were used for learning,
the second part of a ﬁfth was used for validation, and the last one
ﬁfth was used for test. As shown in Fig. 9, it evolves well since average and the highest ﬁtness values get a little higher according as
the generation grows. The highest ﬁtness converges after the
60th generation, and the average ﬁtness converges after a few generations. A prediction rate of test data is used as the ﬁtness in this
experiment.
4.3.4. Comparison of the results before and after ordering optimization
We compared the model of optimized ordering with the
model of initial ordering meaning the model before optimization.
Table 4 shows the comparison result in terms of prediction rate.
Here, the difference between two models is statistically signiﬁcant
(p < 0.001).
Besides the prediction rate, we compared the result with confusion matrix, sensitivity, and speciﬁcity to provide more strict analysis. Tables 5 and 6 provide the confusion matrices before and after
optimization. Here, ‘Predicted’ literally means predicted states
where positive and negative correspond to the metabolic syndrome and normal, respectively. ‘Actual’ means whether predicted
states is correct or not. That is, ‘True’ and ‘False’ correspond to

Fig. 9. The ﬁtness transition graph during an evolution process.

Table 4
The comparison of accuracies before and after optimization.

Prediction rate (%)

Optimized ordering

Initial ordering

72.12

70.09

correct and incorrect, respectively. We calculated sensitivity and
speciﬁcity based on these confusion matrices, and Table 7 shows
the comparison result of them. Sensitivity measures the proportion
of actual positives that are correctly predicted, and speciﬁcity
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Table 5
Confusion matrix after attribute optimization.
Predicted

Actual
True
False

Positive

Negative

85
37

77
27

Table 6
Confusion matrix before attribute optimization.
Predicted

Actual
True
False

Positive

Negative

82
40

76
48

Table 7
The comparison of result before and after optimization using sensitivity and
speciﬁcity.
Prediction model
Sensitivity
Speciﬁcity

Optimized ordering
0.7589
0.6574

Fig. 11. The comparison with other models.

Table 8
Confusion matrix: (a) The proposed BN model, (b) NN model, (c) kNN (k = 3) model.
Predicted
Positive

Negative

(a) Actual
True
False

85
37

77
27

(b) Actual
True
False

72
49

70
35

(c) Actual
True
False

74
49

67
36

Initial ordering
0.7454
0.6552

Table 9
The comparison with other models using sensitivity and speciﬁcity.
Prediction Model

BN

NN

kNN (k = 3)

Sensitivity
Speciﬁcity

0.7589
0.6574

0.6729
0.5882

0.6727
0.5776

Fig. 10. The comparison of results before and after attribute optimization using
ROC curve.

measures the proportion of negatives that are correctly predicted.
Values with optimized model produce better result in both terms.
Difference in speciﬁcity is not that signiﬁcant, but the optimized
result is better because all three measures (prediction rate, sensitivity and speciﬁcity) show the same result. If necessary, we can
model with better sensitivity or speciﬁcity as conducting simple
parameter design, but it is very difﬁcult to make a model with better result in both measures because there is usually a trade-off
between them.
We also compared the result with ROC curve as shown in
Fig. 10. Here, horizontal and vertical coordinates mean FPF (false

Fig. 12. The comparison with other models using ROC curve.
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Fig. 13. An application program using the proposed prognostic model.

positive fraction) and TPF (true positive fraction), respectively. FPF
can be calculated by (the number of false positive decision/the
number of actual negative data), and TPF can be calculated by
(the number of true positive decision/the number of actual positive
data). For ROC curve, the area of the lower right side of the curve
means the accuracy of prediction.
4.3.5. Comparison with other models
Finally, we compared the BN model after attribute optimization
with two other models of neural networks and k nearest neighbors
that have been frequently used in pattern recognition ﬁeld in order
to solve the prediction problem. Fig. 11 illustrates the comparison
result with prediction accuracy, and the differences of the proposed model and other models (BN vs. NN, BN vs. kNN (k = 3))
are statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.001).
Here, we also compared the result using confusion matrix, sensitivity, and speciﬁcity in Tables 8 and 9. For all measures, the proposed BN model shows better performance than other models.
Generally, NN has strength in accuracy though it cannot be interpreted. However, the proposed BN model provided better performance here, and we can conjecture that the pre-processing and
attribute selection processes based on medical domain knowledge
was effective. ROC curve is plotted in Fig. 12. As shown in this ﬁgure,
the curve of BN has larger area than other methods.
4.4. Application using the prognostic model of metabolic syndrome
The prognostic model of the metabolic syndrome using the proposed method can be used in various ways. Here, we implemented
an application program to predict the metabolic syndrome, and
Fig. 12 shows the screenshot. This application comprises three
parts: a left panel to get input information, an upper right panel

to show the inference model, and a lower right panel to provide
prediction result and advices based on experts’ knowledge. Users
can get not only the prognostic result of the model but also useful
advices as simply entering the input information in order to lower
the risk of the metabolic syndrome. As exploiting this kind of application program, people can get useful medical advices even if they
are at home. Speciﬁcally, in this example shown in Fig. 13, the
model predicted that there was a high probability of this user to
get the metabolic syndrome because he already had a hypertriglyceridemia and a high fasting glucose. (‘‘SyndromeX’’ in a result node
means the metabolic syndrome.) This program also gives advices
that this user has risks of an abdominal obesity, a low HDL cholesterol, and a high blood pressure.
5. Conclusions and future works
This paper proposed the Bayesian network model in order to
predict the metabolic syndrome. In processes of building the prognostic model, we applied the medical domain knowledge to make
the model more reliable. We also applied the genetic algorithm to
optimize attribute ordering, and we completed the model more
efﬁciently using the medical domain knowledge in this optimization process.
We conﬁrmed that the proposed method provided better performance comparing with the model before ordering optimization
and other models such as neural network and k-nearest neighbor.
Finally, we presented a useful application program using the prognostic model built by the proposed method.
For future work, we will apply the proposed method to predict
other diseases. Also, the application program can be used in mobile
devices like a smart phone. With the use of ubiquitous sensors and
automatical collection of user information, it can contribute to
implement pervasive health-care systems.
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